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you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books afterward this one. Merely said, the Seal The Deal Special Ops Homefront 1 Kate Aster is universally compatible later any
devices to read.

SEAL the Deal Kate Aster
Life is about to change for Lieutenant Jack Falcone. Stationed at the U.S. Naval Academy, Jack
has just learned he's headed back to the SEALs as an Anti-Submarine Warfare Expert. He's got
six weeks left in Annapolis... six weeks to convince Maeve that some pasts are worth revisiting.
How can she resist? When Maeve said good-bye to Jack eight years ago after a weekend fling,
she never expected he'd return to her life, and wind up the best man in the wedding of her
friends, Mick and Lacey. But a lot has happened in the years they've been apart... just enough to
make a relationship with him impossible. If she can resist temptation for just six more weeks, her
secrets will be safe. Six weeks... starting... now... The SEAL's Best Man is a full-length novel
about what happens when the low sizzle of a weekend fling blazes into a bonfire that could burn
for a lifetime.
Strong Enough Bold Type Books
Stein Adler: The first time I saw him, he was splitting logs like my
filthiest lumberjack fantasy. A Delta Force hero with a heart of gold…
hidden behind pecs that should be sculpted in marble. And then there’s
that eight-pack that renders me speechless as I stare at him from
behind a bush during my vacation. He’s not what I’m looking for.
Really. A fling with Stein is the polar opposite of the calm, peaceful
week I planned when I booked this trip. His piercing eyes are full of
secrets that should make me run for cover. But if he can handle a
woman as masterfully as he handles that axe… well, he might be enough
to pull me out of my post-divorce gloom. So I’ll strike a deal with
him. I can’t resist. It’s not often an accountant like me comes across
a man this… fling-worthy.

The Special Ops Workout Kate Aster
Four military histories from a writer “whose fine work should be of great interest . . . both
to casual readers and to uniformed students of special ops” (Publishers Weekly). An
expert in military affairs, Orr Kelly reveals the cutting-edge technology and jaw-dropping
courage of the US military’s elite forces on land, sea, and air. Brave Men, Dark Waters:
Originating in World War II as Underwater Demolition Teams, the Navy SEALs are the
best of the best in the armed forces—known for their toughness and fearlessness, and
their remarkable ability to get the job—any job—done. Facing America’s enemies across
the globe, these modern warriors were the first to enter the fight in Vietnam, Panama,
Grenada, and Iraq. Brave Men, Dark Waters is “the most complete in-depth study of
this fabled elite unit” (Library Journal). Never Fight Fair!: Here, in their own words, are
the true accounts of the US Navy SEALs—from their formation in World War II to the
jungles of Vietnam to the deserts of Iraq. In this riveting oral history, these brave men
speak openly about their training and their missions, offering the uncensored, inspiring,
and sometimes shocking truth about their combat triumphs and their rare but
devastating failures. Hornet: Born in 1978, the McDonnell Douglas F/A-18 Hornet has
forever changed the way America’s wars are fought. This is the fascinating true story of
the controversial development and deployment of the state-of-the-art supersonic fighter
and attack aircraft with a top speed of more than one thousand miles per hour. Kelly
details how Hornet came to be, how it was nearly doomed by an unprecedented political
battle, and how it has served ably in combat from its first mission in Libya to Operation
Desert Storm and well beyond. From a Dark Sky: Very little is known about US Air Force
Special Operations—yet their exploits have been as daring and their achievements as
remarkable as anything accomplished by their brother warriors. Since World War II,
these ultrasecretive air commandos have routinely performed the nearly impossible,
from providing air support for partisans in Nazi-occupied France to participating in
clandestine CIA operations in Vietnam and Cambodia to secretly inserting covert
operatives into North Korea. From a Dark Sky is “a well-conceived and well-executed,
well-deserved tribute to an uncommonly fine body of American warriors” (Booklist).
SEAL of Honor Alpha Seals
Graydon Adler: A man who’s impossible to forget. Yet the first time our paths crossed on a SEAL mission
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– the kind that requires computer nerds like me to mingle with SEALs like him – I was so terrified that I
barely remember him there. But every time after that? Oh, I remember plenty⋯ Abs for days, shoulders that
fill up a doorway, and a hard-earned SEAL trident on his uniform. Years later, he’s hitting me up for the
kind of favor that would fill any woman with utter rapture – pretend I’m his date on a wedding cruise to
get his family off his decidedly muscular back. Now I’m on a ship destined for paradise with a man who
could shatter my heart. Because computer nerds like me don’t end up with SEALs like him. But I’ll
indulge in this fantasy, hating that I want so much more of this. Hating that this will end. It’s too glorious –
too addictive – being his plus one.

The Mammoth Book of Special Ops Romance St. Martin's Press
In the postcard-perfect seaside town of Annapolis, Maryland, the bestselling
romance series begins… Lieutenant Commander Mick Riley, a member of the
fabled SEAL Team Six, can't pull his eyes from Lacey Owens. Yet she is the
type of woman he wants to avoid – the kind that gets him thinking about settling
down, spawning kids, and finding lower-mortality employment. Lacey has her
own reasons for avoiding Mick. Tired of living in the shadow of her financial
mogul sister, this real estate agent has tossed ethics aside to succeed, putting
the tempting SEAL well out of her reach. But when their circles of friends
collide, Lacey can't avoid Mick's rock-hard abs and a smile that melts her into a
pool of hot wax. Friendship blossoms and passion simmers... even as she
struggles to conceal the unethical business plan that brought him into her life.
SEAL the Deal is a full-length novel about the fine line that divides friendship
and love, and the unexpected joy of crossing it.
Navy Seal's Deadly Secret (Mills & Boon Heroes) (Runaway Ranch, Book 1) Kate Aster
Bridget Needham knows first-hand how a Special Ops man can shatter a girl’s heart. She’s
still kicking herself over the one that got away… after watching him get down on one knee
and propose to someone else. After giving up her career to re-open her aunt’s struggling
bed-and-breakfast inn, the last thing she needs is a sexy-as-sin SEAL showing up on her
doorstep—especially when the secrets of her past still threaten to keep her from holding onto
love. Besides, this guy might have a Greek god bod and an impressively large power drill,
but he also has a girlfriend two thousand miles away. Former Navy SEAL Maddox Kerry
hadn’t intentionally landed himself in Annapolis during Commissioning Week—the one week
when it’s next-to-impossible to find a place to stay. So it’s mission-critical that he convince
an adorably awkward innkeeper whose bed-and-breakfast is closed for renovations to let
him stay. And hey, if he finds himself hoping for a little more than the customary turn-down
service, who can blame him? Yet every time the chemistry sparks between them, she runs
for cover. Any other guy would shrug his shoulders and move on. But he can’t walk away
when he senses the pain behind her prim exterior. Because Maddox Kerry isn’t any other
guy.
Kate Aster
Matchmaker Freya Hansen-Adler is at it again, and this time, it will take apple pie and an
adorable rescue dog to help her make a perfect match of her friends, Millie and Dax… I
should be immune to a man like Dax. Tall, dark, and deadly… quite literally with that sexy
Army Ranger scroll on his uniform. But I know firsthand the headache, the worry, the grief
that can come with a Special Ops guy like him. And I’ll have no part of it. Even after Dax
starts living in the extra room in my house. Even when he greets me in the morning,
showcasing those glorious pecs-of-perfection before I’ve even had my coffee. Even when I

find out that the man behind that devilish grin is ten times as tempting as his flawless form.
And even when we strike a deal that has me questioning everything as I savor one sinful
summer, I will not fall for him... …until the sweet, scorching heat I feel inside surpasses the
hottest day on my island home, and there’s no turning back.

Seal Team Bravo Kaylea Cross Inc.
Go deep into SEAL Team SIX, straight to the heart of one of its most legendary
operators. When Navy SEAL Adam Brown woke up on March 17, 2010, he didn’t
know he would die that night in the Hindu Kush Mountains of Afghanistan—but he was
ready. In a letter to his children, not meant to be seen unless the worst happened, he
wrote, “I’m not afraid of anything that might happen to me on this earth, because I
know no matter what, nothing can take my spirit from me.” Fearless is the story of a
man of extremes, whose courage and determination were fueled by faith, family, and
the love of a woman. It’s about a man who waged a war against his own worst
impulses, including drug addiction, and persevered to reach the top tier of the U.S.
military. In a deeply personal and absorbing chronicle, Fearless reveals a glimpse
inside the SEAL Team SIX brotherhood, and presents an indelible portrait of a highly
trained warrior whose final act of bravery led to the ultimate sacrifice. Adam Brown
was a devoted man who was an unlikely hero but a true warrior, described by all who
knew him as…fearless. “As a rule, we don’t endorse books or movies or anything
regarding the command where I work—and Adam Brown worked—but as the author
writes in Fearless, ‘you have to know the rules, so you know when to bend or break
them.’ This is one of those times. Read this book. Period. It succeeds where all the
others have failed.” —SEAL Team SIX Operator

Twice Tempted SEAL the Deal
The New York Times best selling book that takes you inside SEAL Team Six –
the covert squad that killed Osama Bin Laden SEAL Team Six is a secret unit
tasked with counterterrorism, hostage rescue, and counterinsurgency. In this
dramatic, behind-the-scenes chronicle, Howard Wasdin takes readers deep
inside the world of Navy SEALS and Special Forces snipers, beginning with the
grueling selection process of Basic Underwater Demolition/SEAL (BUD/S)—the
toughest and longest military training in the world. After graduating, Wasdin
faced new challenges. First there was combat in Operation Desert Storm as a
member of SEAL Team Two. Then the Green Course: the selection process to
join the legendary SEAL Team Six, with a curriculum that included practiced
land warfare to unarmed combat. More than learning how to pick a lock, they
learned how to blow the door off its hinges. Finally as a member of SEAL Team
Six he graduated from the most storied and challenging sniper program in the
country: The Marine's Scout Sniper School. Eventually, of the 18 snipers in
SEAL Team Six, Wasdin became the best—which meant one of the best snipers
on the planet. Less than half a year after sniper school, he was fighting for his
life. The mission: capture or kill Somalian warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid.
From rooftops, helicopters and alleys, Wasdin hunted Aidid and killed his men
whenever possible. But everything went quickly to hell when his small band of
soldiers found themselves fighting for their lives, cut off from help, and
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desperately trying to rescue downed comrades during a routine mission. The
Battle of Mogadishu, as it become known, left 18 American soldiers dead and 73
wounded. Howard Wasdin had both of his legs nearly blown off while engaging
the enemy. His dramatic combat tales combined with inside details of becoming
one of the world's deadliest snipers make this one of the most explosive
military memoirs in years.
Romancing Summer HarperCollins UK
You've heard the joke... Know how to figure out if a guy’s a pilot? He’ll tell you. Yep.
Cocky? Arrogant? Player? That’s generally the impression I like to give women.
Outside of my 8-pack and medals for valor, when it comes to women’s expectations
of me... I try to keep the bar low enough so that I can roll over it. Until Kaila comes
along. She’s like every fantasy I could conjure - that night I made her soul-searing
eyes glaze over with passion as she cried out my name... Several times, because I’m
very thorough. It should have been enough for me. It’s not. But with my past - and a
secret I’ve kept even from my brothers - I know I’m not capable of giving her what
she deserves. I know it... ... even with hindsight.

More, Please Random House
Some contracts are meant to be broken... Desperate to shake herself free from
the humiliation of a very public divorce, TV financial correspondent Vi Owens
makes a deal with a Navy SEAL Commander who can wipe her slate clean: One
date in the public eye. One night of unrivaled temptation. No strings attached.
Just weeks before he deploys, Captain Joe Shey can't resist the intriguing offer
from the sister-in-law of a fellow SEAL. As Commander of the Teams in Little
Creek, however, there's something he'll need in return this holiday... something
that makes Vi realize she's struck a deal with a man she can't resist. But when
tragedy strikes and a life is shattered, Vi and the hardened SEAL might
discover a depth of passion they never knew existed...
Faking It Stoker Aces Production
For readers of American Sniper, the stirring account of a life of service by the “father of the
US Navy SEALs” One month after the Bay of Pigs fiasco, when President John F. Kennedy
pressed Congress about America’s “urgent national needs,” he named expanding US special
operations forces along with putting a man on the moon. Captain William Hamilton was the
officer tasked with creating the finest unconventional warriors ever seen. Merging his own
experience commanding Navy Underwater Demolition Teams with expertise from Army
Special Forces and the CIA, and working with his subordinate, Roy Boehm, he cast the mold
for sea-, air-, and land-dispatched night fighters capable of successfully completing any
mission anywhere in the world. Initially, they were used as a counter to the potential
devastation of nuclear war, and later for counterterrorism and hostage rescue. His vision led
to the formation of the celebrated SEAL Team 6. In this stirring, action-filled book, Hamilton
tells his story for the first time. Night Fighter is a trove of true adventure from the history
of the late twentieth century, which Hamilton lived, from fighter pilot in the Korean War to
operative for the CIA in Vietnam, Africa, Latin America, and Europe, from the Pentagon to
Foggy Bottom, and from the Cuban Missile Crisis to the Reagan White House’s Star Wars.
Like American Sniper, here is the record of a life devoted to patriotic service. Skyhorse
Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for

readers interested in history--books about World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his
henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American
Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Full Disclosure Kate Aster
Fighting to survive, Misty Elton takes one look at the man standing in front of
her and knows she needs to make a decision – does she want to live?
Discovering that her boyfriend is storing enough drugs to supply a small
country, she looks for an escape route. He's standing in the doorway – standing
in the way of her freedom.Misty has nothing left – no family, no friends, no one
she can rely on. She is all alone and frightened. Managing to get past her ex,
she flees, running away and landing in Seattle, she changes her appearance, her
name, her life.After a year, she begins to feel safe. Her ex won't find her. She's
beginning to pick up the pieces of her once shattered existence and carve out a
new world for herself.That is, until a tall, well-dressed man shows up at her job
and tells her they need to talk – and he knows her real name. Fleeing to get
away from him, she rushes to the back room and grabs her Taser. When she
hits him with it, she thinks she's home free.She's not.All Misty has done is
really tick off Bryson Winchester, and all he's trying to do is help her by
getting her scum of an ex off the streets.Misty has a choice to make. Is this a
man she can believe in? Is any man worthy of her precious trust? She'll find the
answers, though they may not be what she expects or wants – her entire world
is about to be turned upside down, because not only will she find there are
some men out there worth trusting – she will find out the secret of her birth –
the reality of who she really is.Some things should stay in the past – and
others… Other things will come back with a vengeance.
SEAL Team Six Kate Aster
Book 2 of West Coast Navy SEALs From beloved romance author Anne Elizabeth comes a
hot contemporary romance trilogy featuring hunky Navy SEALs and the strong-minded, sexy
women who capture their hearts. What woman hasn't dreamed of what it would be like to
marry a Navy SEAL? Dan McCullum is everything Aria has ever imagined-sweet, strong, and
sexy as hell. She just never expected how tough the SEAL life would be. Dan could be gone
at a moment's notice and not allowed to tell her where he's going or when he'll be back. Dan
has never backed down from a challenge in his life. But this one is his hardest yet. How does
he balance his duty to his country with a soul-deep love for Aria? It's going to require
patience, ingenuity, and some of the hottest homecomings he can dream up. Because for him,
this isn't a fling: this is forever... West Coast Navy SEALs Series: A SEAL at Heart (Book 1)
Once a SEAL (Book 2) A SEAL Forever (Book 3) Praise for Once a SEAL: "Anne Elizabeth
writes Navy SEALs from the heart, action-packed, intense and sexy." -New York Times
bestselling author Christine Feehan "If hunky and sweet military men make you swoon this
is the book for you!" -RT Book Reviews

Fearless Sourcebooks, Inc.
The answers you've been waiting for... in the follow-up novella to No Reservations!
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When former Navy SEAL, Maddox Kerry, sweeps Bridget Needham off her feet, slips
a ring on her finger, and talks about "forever," her life should be a fairy tale romance.
But a mysterious envelope hidden away in a wall threatens to shatter Bridget's
happily ever after. Maddox has pulled off plenty of rescues in his time with the
SEALs. But as the minutes count down to their impending wedding, can he save
Bridget from letting her past destroy her future?
No Reservations Swordworks
Due to recent events, all eyes have been on the American military, especially the elite
Special Operations teams: Army Special Forces, Army Rangers, Navy SEALS, and Air Force
Special Ops that truly are the best of the best in the military. These teams of specially
trained warriors perform the most difficult, politically sensitive, and dangerous missions
known to the US military. The Special Ops Workout: The Elite Exercise Program Inspired by
the United States Special Operations Command gives an inside look at the intense physical
preparation required to become part of one of these elite teams. The men of the Special Ops
are in the best physical shape of their lives, and the combination of conditioning workouts,
nutritional information, and inside looks into training and selection guidelines outlined in The
Special Ops Workout show just how they get that way. Nationally known fitness expert Mike
Mejia and former US Navy SEAL and fitness author Stewart Smith teamed up to give an
insider's look into some of the toughest military training in the world. By focusing on the
strength and endurance conditioning essential to success in Special Operations teams, these
experts show how to use real Special Ops workouts to get in the best physical shape of your
life. Whether your goal is to make it into the Special Forces, or just bring extra intensity into
your regular workout routine, The Special Ops Workout is a resource that will add a
powerful boost to any fitness regimen. The Special Ops Workout features: • A specially
formulated 12-week total body conditioning workout • The Army Ranger and Green Beret
6-week workout • The Air Force PJ/CCT 6-week workout • The Navy SEAL 6-week
workout • The ultimate in high-powered nutrition info • An insider's view of Special Ops
training with our exclusive "Real Deal" insider tips

A is for Alpha Kate Aster
A hard-hitting expos� of SEAL Team 6, the US military’s best-known brand,
that reveals how the Navy SEALs were formed, then sacrificed, in service of
American empire. The Navy SEALs are, in the eyes of many Americans, the
ultimate heroes. When they killed Osama Bin Laden in 2011, it was celebrated
as a massive victory. Former SEALs rake in cash as leadership consultants for
corporations, and young military-bound men dream of serving in their ranks.
But the SEALs have lost their bearings. Investigative journalist Matthew Cole
tells the story of the most lauded unit, SEAL Team 6, revealing a troubling
pattern of war crimes and the deep moral rot beneath authorized narratives.
From their origins in World War II, the SEALs have trained to be specialized
killers with short missions. As the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan became the
endless War on Terror, their violence spiraled out of control. Code Over
Country details the high-level decisions that unleashed the SEALs’ carnage and
the coverups that prevented their crimes from coming to light. It is a necessary
and rigorous investigation of the unchecked power of the military—and the
harms enacted by and upon soldiers in America’s name.
Protecting Fiona: A Navy SEAL Military Romantic Suspense Kate Aster

I know exactly what I want. And it has nothing to do with the hot Navy SEAL I picked up in a
bar. Really... it doesn't. Even though the pressure of his lips on mine fires me like a hot kiln,
and the feel of his ripped chest beneath my hungry fingertips... Wait... I'm digressing. Focus,
Allie. Since graduating from college, I've been juggling two jobs while fostering abandoned
dogs, with my sights set on opening a rescue kennel. I'll do whatever it takes to succeed,
even if it means fighting back my cravings for the man who's been fueling my fantasies since
I got my first taste of him in a hotel elevator. This guy is too full of secrets. Dark ones,
hidden behind his ice blue eyes. Secrets of his Special Ops past and of a billionaire family
that employs half our town. He won't let me into his world, and it's for the best. Logan
Sheridan is more than I can handle. But when he slips his way into my life, searing the
memory of his rock-hard body pressed against mine into my consciousness, all I can do is
remember that night in the elevator... ...and ask for more, please.
Contract with a SEAL Simon and Schuster
Who put the “O” in Aloha? Yeah, that’s me. Camden Sheridan. A guy who will bring you to
“O” faster than you can text it. Former Army Ranger with the standard issue 8-pack. And
now, a bartender who’ll get you safely back to your hotel after too many margaritas… and
you won’t want me to leave. Believe me, you won’t. I live life by my rules in my bachelor
pad paradise here on the Big Island of Hawaii. Until a Ranger brother needs me to take care
of his little girl while he deploys. A four-year-old cockblock in pigtails. My sex life comes to
a screeching halt. Then the babysitter shows up. Annie. Smart, principled, good with kids.
All the things I don’t look for in a woman. I want her anyway. Annie’s got a fortress of
secrets surrounding her. But I’ll break it down and claim her as mine. If this kid will just
take a nap.
Hindsight Kate Aster
Think and act like a Navy SEAL and you can survive anything. You can live scared—or be
prepared. “We never thought it would happen to us.” From random shootings to deadly
wildfires to terrorist attacks, the reality is that modern life is unpredictable and dangerous.
Don’t live in fear or rely on luck. Learn the SEAL mindset: Be prepared, feel confident, step
up, and know exactly how to survive any life-threatening situation. Former Navy SEAL and
preeminent American survivalist Cade Courtley delivers step-by-step instructions anyone
can master in this illustrated, user-friendly guide. You’ll learn to think like a SEAL and how
to: improvise weapons from everyday items * pack a go bag* escape mass-shootings * treat
injuries at the scene* subdue a hijacker * survive extreme climates * travel safely abroad*
defend against animal attacks * survive pandemic * and much more Don’t be taken by
surprise. Don’t be a target. Fight back, protect yourself, and beat the odds with the essential
manual no one in the twenty-first century should be without. BE A SURVIVOR, NOT A
STATISTIC!
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